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ABSTRACT
Because the production of Wikipedia articles is a collaborative process, the edit network around a article can tell us something about the quality of that article. Articles that have received little attention will have sparse networks; at the other end of the spectrum, articles that are Wikipedia battle grounds will have very crowded networks. In this paper we evaluate the idea of characterizing edit networks as a vector of motif counts that can be used in clustering and classification. Our objective is not immediately to develop a powerful classifier but to assess what is the signal in network motifs. We show that this motif count vector representation is effective for classifying articles on the Wikipedia quality scale. We further show that ratios of motif counts can effectively overcome normalization problems when comparing networks of radically different sizes.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
E.0 [Data]: General – Data quality; H.4 [Information Systems Applications]: Miscellaneous

General Terms
Algorithms

Keywords
Wikipedia Quality, Edit Networks

1. INTRODUCTION
A key principle in network data analysis is that the network structure around a node can tell us something about the characteristics of that node. This fundamental idea has been demonstrated in areas as diverse as spam filtering [5, 4], telecommunications [3], bioinformatics [20] and social network analysis [13]. How best to represent the network around a node is still a significant research challenge. Recently profiling using network motif counts has emerged as a promising solution for characterizing networks [20, 25, 3].
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In this paper we apply this idea to the classification of Wikipedia articles in terms of quality. Figure 1 shows the edit networks around two articles from the Wikipedia History project. The first article is a “Start” class article while the second article is a “Featured Article”, the very top of the Wikipedia quality scale. It is clear from an analysis of these networks that there are differences between them. It is perhaps surprising that the Start class article has such a low quality score given that it has received input from so many contributors. After all, a key motivation in Internet collaboration is that many eyes on a piece of work will result in a good quality product [21] – or at least a low error product. Our preliminary work on Wikipedia quality has shown that this is not necessarily the case [25]. It is not sufficient for an article to have received attention from many contributors, it is important that these contributors are themselves experienced. This experience is evident in the Featured Article in Figure 1 where contributors to the key article have also collaborated on other articles in the network.

We present an assessment of this network motif-based characterization of Wikipedia articles on three datasets gathered from Wikipedia. The evaluation covers over 3,000 articles from the Wikipedia projects on History, United States and Meteorology (see section 4 for details). In the next section we provide some details on the nature of the edit networks and the design decisions to be made in extracting them. Details of the network motif counting process are presented in section 3. Sections 5 and 6 present some results on classification and the impact of feature selection on classification accuracy. The final section of the paper (section 7) shows how classification accuracy can be improved by looking at count ratios rather than normalized counts.

2. WIKIPEDIA ANALYSIS
In contrast to traditional encyclopedias, where authority derives from expert contributors, Wikipedia depends on a mixture of expertise, collaboration and consensus to produce quality articles. There has been some controversial research that suggests that the quality of Wikipedia articles approaches that of established encyclopedias [10]. The famous quote from Surowiecki’s The Wisdom of Crowds is that “under the right circumstances, groups are remarkably intelligent” [22].

The collaborative and open nature of Wikipedia makes it very receptive to the many eyes idea [16] – a large number...
of contributors can cooperate to produce a quality article. However, the fact that the upper network in Figure 1 is a Start class article suggests that this is not sufficient. It is also important that this collaboration has been constructive and it is better if the editors have a reasonable reputation as contributors. Adler and De Alfaro [1] have pursued a content driven strategy to assess editor reputation. They have used text survival and edit distance to quantify editor reputation. In later work [2] they show that edit longevity is a good measure of editor contribution.

Korfiatis et al. [14] pursue a network-based strategy to evaluate authoritative sources in Wikipedia. They construct a two-mode network of articles and contributors. The article nodes are linked by hyperlinks and contributors are linked if they have worked on the same article. Contributors are also linked to articles on which they worked. The study proposes article and contributor degree centrality as indicators of authoritativeness. This is similar in spirit to the strategy in our work as degree centrality is captured by a subset of the network motifs we consider.

Brandes et al. [6] have also analysed the collaboration structure in Wikipedia. Their work has focused on the edit interactions on individual articles. Edges between individual contributors represent delete, undelete and restore interactions. The main contribution of this work is to present the notion of bipolarity that captures the level of conflict between the contributors to an article. Thus the work is more directed at the problem of Wikipedia vandalism than the issue of authoritativeness that is the subject of this paper.

Recently, Laniado et al. [15] presented an algorithm that assigns scores to all contributors of a Wikipedia article according to their contribution, and selects the top contributors to build a collaboration network of authors where edges represent the co-authorship between authors. Thus the inexperienced authors are filtered out and the co-authorship networks become more informative. With the exception of eigenvector centrality (where edge weights were considered) the features they extracted were taken from unweighted versions of the networks.

Dalip et al. [8] presented a comprehensive assessment of quality indicators in collaborative content curation with a focus on Wikipedia. In their analysis they considered 69 indicators including text features, review features and basic network features. They used a machine learning approach to discover the most effective indicators and combination of indicators. They found that the easy-to-extract text-based features were most informative – more informative that more complex features based on link analysis.

There also exists non-network based studies, for example, Lipka et al. [17] used machine learning techniques to identify featured articles using character trigram and part-of-speech trigram vectors. These features that are known to be characteristic of writing style out-performed alternatives in both a single domain and a domain transfer situation with F-measure scores of 0.88 across domains and good performance on articles of varying length. The work of Javanmardi et al. [12] on vandalism detection is in the same spirit as this. They show that a content-based strategy can be very effective for identifying vandalism edits in Wikipedia.

The work by Dalip et al. [8] and Lipka et al. [17] is complementary to ours in that our network-based features can be combined with their content-based features to further improve classification accuracy.

2.1 Wikipedia Networks

Our analysis is carried out on networks of the type shown in Figure 1. These networks are constructed from the edit histories of the articles that can be retrieved from Wikipedia. To build our edit networks we applied several rules to filter the raw data. Firstly, as some articles have a long edit history, we only considered the last 200 revisions of the articles, and extracted the editors who made these revisions. We also considered all articles that are connected by hyperlinks from the originating or ego articles. We retained the linked-to articles that have been edited by at least one of the ego article editors – it is easy to see this in the top network.
in Figure 1. Editors often repeatedly save their changes during a short session, so we judged continuous revisions by the same editor as a single revision.

In Wikipedia there are two types of editors, registered and unregistered users, where unregistered users are automatically named by the IP addresses they used when editing. We drop the unregistered users from the network as they don’t result in interesting network structure.

Bots are allowed by Wikipedia to do some automatic editing and conventionally use names starting or ending with ‘bot’. Bots perform a huge amount of small editing tasks so the bots are often very high-degree nodes in the network. For this reason we drop the bots from the network as their high-degree distorts our network motif counting results. Furthermore we do not expect that the level of attention from bots should impact on the quality of the article.

In constructing these ego-networks it has been important to catch any reorganization such as article renaming or merging. In these cases, Wikipedia automatically redirects old articles to newer ones. Before building article ego-networks, we tested all the articles in order to identify any newer destination articles. The revision articles we used to extract article edit history for ego-networks are based on the destination articles in our experiments.

3. MOTIFS AND MOTIF COUNTING
This section describes the motif profile we set up for the edit networks and the process of acquiring motif counts for each network.

3.1 Wikipedia Network Motifs
Our Wikipedia network motifs comprise editor and article nodes and editor-article edges (see Figure 2). The editor-article edges represent edit activities on Wikipedia articles. The networks are bipartite since there are no between-editor edges or hyperlink edges between articles. Hyperlink edges were excluded from our consideration because earlier analysis [24] has found that hyperlink density can dominate the network motif profiles, and from a quality perspective, this is not an interesting distinction between articles.

The complete set of network motifs of up to five nodes is shown in Figure 2. In this figure, we organize the motifs in a tree structure that will be discussed in Section 7.

We used nauty [18] to enumerate all network motifs up to five nodes without considering node labels. There are 31 unlabeled network motifs with between one and five nodes. When we allow nodes to be either ‘editor’ or ‘article’ these 31 unlabeled network motifs produce 419 two-labeled network motifs. When motifs with nodes of just one type and motifs with editor-editor or article-article edges are removed the set reduces to the 17 network motifs in Figure 2. The motif hierarchy has four layers where each layer contains motifs according to the number of nodes in them.

3.2 Motif Counting
Before presenting the details of our motif counting process, it is important to mention that there are two different definitions of a network motif that can be applied, the motif can be induced or non-induced.

An induced motif must contain all edges between its nodes that are present in the target network, whereas a non-induced motif need not. Induced motifs are a subset of the non-induced motifs. Figure 3 shows an example that explains the difference. There are only two induced instances of the motif shown in (a) in the network (b), these are 1-3-4 and 2-3-4. 1-2-3 is not an induced instance because of the edge 1-3. Counting non-induced motifs returns five instances (1-2-3, 2-3-1, 3-2-1, 1-3-4 and 2-3-4).

Clearly, counts of non-induced motifs will be greater than...
counts of induced motifs. However, the counts are related [9] and our own evaluation has shown that the two alternatives result in very similar classification accuracies. Pržulj [20] has also shown that the two variants lead to similar results. We use induced motif counts in this analysis.

We use FANMOD [23] to obtain the number of motif instances in an ego-network. FANMOD is designed to output all induced subgraph instances for a particular size in a given target network. We ran FANMOD on each article ego-network to produce the motif counts comprising 3, 4 and 5 nodes. In addition, the counts for the 2-node motif is calculated as it is equal to the number of edges in the ego-network.

Thus each article is represented as a vector of motif counts of length 17. The classification analysis discussed in the next section is performed on this un-normalized data – we experimented with L2 normalization [11] but it did not improve accuracy.

4. DATASETS

The experiments were based on the articles from three collections on History, United States and Meteorology. These collections were selected because they include a large number of articles, especially a sufficient number of Featured Articles. The official descriptions for the different classes in the Wikipedia quality scale are shown in Table 1.

The evaluation considered Wikipedia articles from four different quality classes, Featured articles (F), Good article (G), C-class articles (C) and Start articles (S). We consider the first two classes to be articles of high quality while the last two are of medium or low quality. It is important to state that Start class articles are reasonable sources of information. The really basic articles in Wikipedia are Stub articles. We don’t consider these in the evaluation.

From these collections we created 6 datasets (see Table 2) representing two types of classification challenge, an easy challenge comparing F and S articles and a harder challenge with F and G as the good quality class and C and S as the low/medium class.

The limiting factor in building these datasets is the number of Featured articles available (see Table 2). As the number of articles in other classes greatly exceeded the number of Featured articles, we subsampled the other classes (selecting 300 at random) to ensure that the training data was not too imbalanced.

5. INITIAL CLASSIFICATION

For the classification analysis we consider four methods: random forest (100 trees); logistic regression; k-nearest-neighbor (k-NN) and support vector machine (SVM) [7]. We report performance from 10-fold cross validation tests in terms of overall accuracy and ROC area – ROC area is relevant because overall accuracy may be misleading when errors between classes are imbalanced. Random forest is included because it is an ensemble method that can be expected to give very good performance. Logistic regression is included because it is a simple method that should also perform well and offers some insight into how features contribute to the classification. We include k-NN because the classes may be diverse and a local learner may be expected to work well in these circumstances. SVM is considered because it is a state-of-the-art method that should give good accuracy.

We applied the four classifiers on the three simple datasets (F versus S). The results are presented in Table 3. The best classification accuracy is achieved with logistic regression achieving accuracies above 80% in all cases. This is perhaps not surprising given that we are operating in a 17-dimension space where a linear classifier can produce reasonable accuracy.

A clear pattern in these results is that random forest and logistic regression are performing better than k-NN and SVM.
This pattern was maintained in our other evaluations so, to simplify the picture, we do not report further results using k-NN or SVM.

In the next evaluation we tackle the larger datasets where high quality articles include both Featured and Good articles and lower quality articles are both C class and Start articles (Table 4). Each of the datasets contains over 1,000 articles (see Table 2) and the classification is more difficult because the distinction between the two classes is less clear. Accuracy falls as expected but roughly two thirds of articles are still classified correctly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
<th>Logistic</th>
<th>k-NN</th>
<th>SVM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>ROC Area</td>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>ROC Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History-F-S</td>
<td>82.6%</td>
<td>0.89</td>
<td>80.4%</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>US-F-S</td>
<td>85.8%</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>87.2%</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteorology-F-S</td>
<td>78.9%</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>81.0%</td>
<td>0.87</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Classification results for all subgraph instances (F vs. S)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Random Forest</th>
<th>Logistic</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acc.</td>
<td>ROC Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History-FG-CS</td>
<td>65.3%</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA-FG-CS</td>
<td>70.8%</td>
<td>0.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meteo-FG-CS</td>
<td>66.4%</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Classification results for all subgraph instances (FG vs. CS)

6. FEATURE SELECTION

Given our objective of identifying the useful signal in edit network motifs for predicting Wikipedia article quality we now turn to the correlations and contributions of individual motifs. If we can identify a small selection of motifs that have the classification power of the full set of motifs then this tells us which motifs are characteristic of good quality collaboration. This will also allow us to simplify the motif characterization process.

6.1 Hierarchical Heatmaps

Our objective here is to cluster motifs based on correlated counts and then select a subset of motifs that are representative of the clusters. When we do this with the History data we get the hierarchical heatmap shown in Figure 4.

If we split the motif set into four clusters according to the obvious sub-trees in the hierarchy the four motif clusters are \{M2, M8, M4\}, \{M9, M15, M5\}, \{M16, M3, M7, M13, M11\} and \{M14, M1, M10, M12, M17, M6\}.

Next, we would like to select representatives from each of these clusters that are easier to count. While the general problem of network motif counting, addressed by FANMOD [23], is computationally expensive there are certain motifs such as stars and cycles [19] that are easier to count. It transpires that we can select motifs M1, M7, M8 and M9 as representatives of each of the four clusters that satisfy this criterion (highlighted in Figure 4).

6.2 Four Motifs

Classification performance using just this set of four motifs is shown in Figure 5. The first column in each set shows performance with the full set of motifs, the second column in each set shows performance when only four motifs are used. Results with just four motifs are slightly worse by a few percent on average. The worst performance is a drop of 3% when using logistic regression on the Meteorology dataset.

- M1 is simply a count of the edges in the ego-network. In general, the larger the network the higher will be the quality of the article. That is because a high quality article usually has cited a number of other articles via hyperlinks and the article itself has been revised by many editors hundreds of times. For instance, the mean size of a Featured article in History is 736 edges while the Start class networks have 219 edges in average.

- M7 and indeed the other motifs in its cluster are representative of collaboration by more than one editor on a number of articles. These are virtuous motifs that are characteristic of good-quality articles. We have selected M7 from this group because it is easy to count since it is a cycle in the network [19].

- M8 is the selected representative of the cluster of star motifs with articles at the centre. This represents the many-eyes idea where many authors have collaborated on an article. The count for this motif can be calculated directly from the degree of an article node. A node of degree d participates in \(\binom{d}{3}\) motifs of type M8 (number of combinations of d objects taking 4 at a time). This motif is not particularly characteristic of quality – the Start class article in Figure 1 has a high count for this motif.

- M9 is the equivalent of M8 but with editors at the centre and is similarly easy to count. These motifs are indicative of good-quality articles.

We have found in other work that the editor's experience is more important than the many-eyes idea for an article to achieve high quality [25] and this is reflected in the effectiveness of M9 and M8 in this classification task.
7. MOTIFS COUNT RATIOS

Representing networks as vectors of motif counts is analogous to the strategy of representing texts as bags of words – and it has all the attendant problems of data normalization. Given that the relative abundance of different motifs is the important information, we have examined an alternative representation based on motif ratios.

The motifs can be arranged in a hierarchy as shown in Figure 2 where each child motif contains an extra node and one or more edges. The parent-child relationships in the tree fall into two categories of 13, those involving the addition of an article node (dark green arrows) and those involving the addition of an editor node (light green arrows). This shows for example that M6 instances will be extended from instances of M2 and M3. However, the ratio between counts of M6 and M2 might be different from the ratio between M6 and M3. In the same way, the relative abundance of M7 and M15 should be informative. To explore this alternative representation, we calculated all parent-child ratios in Figure 2.

Ratios
Cluster |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motifs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: A flat clustering of the ratios.

Motif_2, Motif_8, Motif_4, Motif_9, Motif_15, Motif_5, Motif_16, Motif_3, Motif_7, Motif_13, Motif_11, Motif_14, Motif_1, Motif_10, Motif_6, Motif_17, Motif_12.

7.1 Classification using Motif Count Ratios

Since the motif count ratios are an alternative representation to the motif counts used in the classification evaluation in section 5 we can make a direct comparison between these alternatives.

Figure 5 shows the ratio based results (third columns) compared against all motifs and 4 motifs as discussed already. These results are the best figures obtained in our evaluations. Classification using count ratios is always at least as good as the best alternative. Accuracy when using logistic regression has been improved by 3% on the Meteorology collection, the most difficult of the three datasets. Results are also better on History where the accuracy is up to over 85%. Results are not improved on the USA collection where accuracy is already at 85%. In summary, the use of motif count ratios brings results on all three datasets to 85% or above.

We also assess the effectiveness of ratios on the harder classification task presented in Table 4. These results using logistic regression are shown in Figure 6. The results are consistent, with the ratios showing improvements over the motif counts in all three datasets.

7.2 Ratio Correlations

If we use information gain to identify the ratios that are most predictive for classification we find that the top three ratios are R7-13, R6-11 and R6-16. These all correspond to situations where articles are added to the motifs. These three ratios indicate editor experience and are typical of high quality articles.

Given that the motif count ratios can be strongly correlated in the same way that motif counts are we have prepared hierarchical clusterings of the ratio profiles for each of the three datasets (Figure 7). There is very good correlation between the three hierarchical clusterings. The flat clustering shown in Table 5 shows a partitioning that agrees with all three hierarchies. The clusters in the table are written in the or-
In summary, feature subset selection is not as effective with ratios as with motifs. The loss of classification accuracy compared with the full set of ratios is more considerable.

8. MOTIFS, QUALITY AND USER FEEDBACK

Given that the analysis presented here shows how certain collaboration structures are associated with high quality ratings it is worth exploring whether this insight can be used to raise the quality of other pages. At the same time it is worth considering an important alternative ‘quality’ criterion in Wikipedia. In 2011 an Article Feedback system started to get wide scale deployment in English Wikipedia.\(^2\) This allows readers to rate pages on a five star scale against four criteria, Trustworthy, Objective, Complete and Well-written. Clearly these scores represent quality criteria that are as important as the quality scores assigned by editors.

In the articles in the three collections we have studied we have 401 articles with 10 or more ratings so we conducted a similar study to see if we could predict feedback ratings from motif profiles. It transpired that the results were surprisingly poor – below 60% in most cases. After looking in to this we found that correlations between Wikipedia quality ratings and user feedback scores were weak. Figure 8 shows this for the Trustworthy criterion on our 401 articles. The results are more or less the same for the other three criteria.

So we seem to have a situation (depicted in Figure 9) whereby collaboration structures, as captured by motif profiling, are predictive of the official Wikipedia quality score but not particularly of user ratings. The really interesting thing here is the third edge in the triangle in Figure 9 showing the poor correlation between quality scores and user ratings. It is clear from Figure 8 that Start class articles are as likely to get five star ratings as are Featured articles. This indicates that the Article Feedback process will be a more useful measure of quality for readers than the official quality scores.

9. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we explore the hypothesis that an analysis of the edit network around a Wikipedia article provides information about the quality of that article.

\(^2\)http://www.mediawiki.org/wiki/Article_feedback
The lessons to be learned about Wikipedia quality are more

motif profiles but not the Feedback ratings.

The motifs are strongly correlated and a subset of just
multiple related articles.

is quite predictive of article quality. It can achieve over
80% accuracy on classifying Featured articles against
Start class articles and about two thirds accuracy on
Featured and Good articles against C and Start class
articles.

The most predictive motifs are those that reflect collaboration with multiple authors collaborating on multiple related articles.

The motifs are strongly correlated and a subset of just
four of the full set of 17 motifs maintains most of the classification power.

Ratios of motif counts are even more effective than raw motif counts.

The lessons to be learned about Wikipedia quality are more
complicated. Pages with good quality scores have characteristic motif profiles, but pages with good user ratings don’t. This suggests that a good quality score is evidence that a collaborative curation process has been pursued. However, not all pages with high quality scores get good user ratings and some pages with low quality scores are trusted by users. Perhaps the Wikipedia quality scale is a low error scale rather than a quality scale?
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Figure 10: An alternative tree layout for the motifs shown in Figure 2 where the motifs are built up an edge at a time.

APPENDIX
A. ALTERNATIVE MOTIF HIERARCHY

Figure 10 shows an alternative motif hierarchy where the motifs are built up an edge at a time, i.e. each motif contains the nodes and edges of its parent(s) plus the addition of one edge. This tree has a pleasing structure but it has the disadvantage that the counts of parent nodes are not included in the counts of children nodes when only induced motifs are counted as is the case in FANMOD [23] – see Figure 3. For instance, the counts of M6 are not included in the counts of M7, similarly for M11 and M13. An instance of a motif is only included in an induced motif count when all of the edges between the nodes occur in the motif.

By contrast, the hierarchy in Figure 2 builds up a node at a time so counts of parent motifs are included in counts of their children.